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REPORT

1. The Public Administration Section of the Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) organized a seminar on "Administrative Framework for Develop

ment" for English-speaking African countries which was held at Africa

Hall, Addis Ababa, on 7-l8. December 1970. This exercise is part of the

effort to assist member States to improve further their administrative

capability in order to bridge the existing gap between planning and plan

implementation for,national development. Apart from two Regional

Conferences on Urgent Administrative Problems of African Governments

held in 1962 and 1968, altogether ECA has organized no less than nineteen

(19) seminars and courses dealing with various aspects of public

administration. ...

2. The seminar focussed attention on those parts or aspects of the whole

State Administration directly concerned with development and variously

referred to as development administration, particularly its. organization,

procedures, and management practices - the administrative framework for

development. It envisaged a frank and realistic exchange of views,leading

to the identification^ administrative obstacles to the preparation and

implementation of development plans and programmes and to the development

of appropriate perspectives and principles tending to indicate possible

solutions or measures to improve the existing administrative gap.

3. VJith a draft monograph on identified administrative obstacles to

development (copy of the monograph was sent to each participant well in

advance of the seminar date) as a starting point, it has been hoped that

from a pooling or cross-pollination of ideas, experience, insights and

expertise during the discussions, the seminar would produce an agreement

on the organizational principles, procedures and practices most appropriate

to the various stages of development of countries in Africa. It was also

expected that the exercise might possibly recommend strategies and guide

lines or even only a general outline of a rational administrative frame

work for development that could be adapted to suit different situations.
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4. On the: basis of the recommendations of the seminar and the Monograph

as revised by it, a handbook on administration for development will be

prepared to serve both as a frame of reference and check-list to draw

from in the design of a suitable administrative framework for development

as well as in'the administration of development. I'he handbook will ;be

made available to■ appropriate units of African governments, including.. ■

management services and schools/institutes of administration where they , -.

exist.' - '■!'.' ■■ ■ .

5. Fifteen participants from twelve countries took part in the. seminar.

All were high-level officials from planning or economic development ..

ministries and schools/institutes of administration. Consultants were .

made available by the Federal Republic of Germany, the East African

Community, the Central Bank of Nigeria, the International- Union of Local

Authorities, and the International Labour Organization. Staff members .

of the secretariat who prepared a chapter(s) of the draft monograph,

including the Director and Gener-1 Rapporteur, also acted.as consultants.

A list: of participants, consultants and observers is attached as Annex I

(those listed as observers are actually consultants).

6. The participants and consultants were divided into three work groups.

Each group was assigned three chapters to~study and discuss in depth^and

to propose improvements thereto. A chairman and secretary were designated

fDr each chapter. The seminar was actually operated as a workshop? -there,.

was no.subject introduction but the chapter authors and consultants sat

with the work groups to participate in the discussions and assist in the

development of proposals for improvement. A list of members and consultants

of the work group is attached.as Annex II. ... .

7. Mr. J. Riby-Williams, Chief of Human Resources Development/ECA of

which Public Administration Section is a unit; opened the seminar on , ...

behalf of the Executive Secretary/EGA who-was not available on the

' opening day. Mr*.1 N.A.A. Okuboyejo of Nigeria made a.brief response on. ...

behalf of the participants.

8. - In his opening statement, Mr. Riby-Williams said that a review of-: •

national development efforts in African countries had revealed that the-

lack of administrative capability had been a major factor which had
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contributed to the non-implementation or the partial fulfilment of the plans

but that member States were beginning to appreciate that the form of adminis

tration which they inherited from the colonial governments was no longer

suitable for the tasks of development which they were setting for their'

people to accomplish. As We were about to enter the Second Development

Decade, he felt that it was fitting to ask a few pertinent questions relating

to the administrative obstacles to development in order to find solutions to

the problems of designing suitable administrative framework for development

in the future. Among such questions he cited the following :

-

(i) Was the existing planning machinery we had established too

sophisticated for the level of expertise which was available

especially in the areas of implementation ?

(ii) Could it, therefore, be said that the planners and the executors

were operating at different wavelengths, both in the concept of

planning and implementation and in the instruments of achieving

development objectives ?

(iii) Could it be that the planners were struggling to get away from

the realities of.the administrative situations of the countries

■ . ' .for which they were planning ? . .

(iv)- Was there adequate consultation between the planners and the

executors both at the planning and implementation stages-?

(v). Did the procedures and organizations exist for this dialogue

and for a proper reporting system on implementation ?

(vi) Did socio-economic planning and administrative planning go hand

in hand as integral parts of national development ?

He suggested that these were general questions which would lead not only to

identification of the inadequacies in the existing administrative machinery

but also to concerted effort to improve the machinery, hence the seminar.

9. Mr. Eiby-Williams also reminded the seminar that while engaged in

designing the administrative machinery for increasing the productive

capacity of member States, we should not forget that the existing

administrative machinery must be maintained .and improved to enable it

to carry out the increasingly heavy burden of house-keeping assignments.
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arising from development? that the "nut and bolt" aspects of administration

are as important as the new factories and the large plantations? that

manpower Was one of the most important agents of change which must keep

abreast of the changing circumstances and environment in which it. .■

operates; that this could only be achieved.by various methods of develop

ment; that it was not only training but the right type of training that

was necessary - the training which was planned with a view to future

developments - and which was needed in contemporary Africa.

10. • On behalf.of the Commission, he thanked the Federal Republics of

Germany and Nigeria for making the services of consultantsi.available to

the seminar as well as the representatives of the International Labour

Organization, the East African Community, the International Union of

Local Authorities, other organizations and African Governments, who had

accepted the invitation to' offer support and guidance to, and also to

participate in, the seminar.

11. The first week was devoted to work group discussions while during

the._sec.bnd. week the £roup reports by chapter and the seminar report were

discussed in plenary sessions. *s may be seen from the group reports

(hereto attached as Annex III); the work groups complied with their terms

of reference which was to make proposals for changes in both the substance

and phraseology of the draft monograph as specific as possible with-a

view to producing a practical and useful handbook, particularly for

administrators.

12. The groups proposed and the seminar approved the inclusion of_

additional chapters, as well as rearrangement of the sequence of the

chapters; deleted and or combined sections and paragraphs as appropriate;

modified the substance and phraseology as they saw fit; including write-

ups of'their versions; recommended toning down of some statements,

paraphrasing of quotations or otherwise reducingNsuperflous or verbose

language. At that juncture it seemed appropriate -to comment-on some

general recommendations. . .

13. The seminar recommended the inclusion in'the monograph chapters/'

sections entitled as'1 follows : ■ ' ■
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Mew Chapters

(i) The Role of Financial Institutions in the Development Process;

(ii) Research for Developments

New Sections .

(iii) Manpower Planning?

... ■ . (iv) Rural Development; .. • . '

(v) The Role of Statistics in Development; .

(vi) Discipline. . ..

14. The seminar also felt that Chapter VIII, Organization of Research for

Development, should"be renamed Securing People's Participation in Develop

ment. The original text on Agricultural and Industrial Research as well

as the pertinent material on social research in the old Chapter VIII

could be "used in the chapter on Research for Development. It also

produced an outline for this new chapter. Furthermore, Chapter VII

should be titled Personnel Administration, Manpower Planning and National

Development.

15. As regards National Planning Board or Commission discussed in Chapter I

of the monograph under Central Planning Organization it was agreed that

where such a "board or commission was a decision-making body, its membership

would be restricted to cabinet ministers. In many countries, however, the

board or commission was generally consultative or advisory in nature.

It was felt that in some countries, membership might include some cabinet

ministers, senior government officials and representatives of public

enterprises as "well as of the private sector, whilst in other countries,

the board or commission could be composed of some cabinet ministers who

had the discretion to invite senior government officials as well as

representatives of public enterprises and of the private sector for-'

consultation. It was a matter for each country, in the light of its

social and political objectives, to decide'on the functions and membership

of the National Planning-. Board. What was emphasised as necessary was

Mr. S.O. AsaMa, Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of ^f ^
acted as a Consultant to the seminar, has agreed to prepare the draft

of this new chapter.
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that there should be continuous and effective consultations with members

of a cross-section of the economy from the very early stage of the

preparation of the national plan and programmes.

16. The committee appointed to study that subject of consultation with

the private sector, made the following recommendation : ' ■- '

"The seminar on the administrative framework for development, recognised

the valuable contribution made in the chapter devo-ted to the consulta

tion with the private- sector which had served to highlight the

^complexity of the problem. It felt, however, that the 'subject merited

an investigation in much greater depth .than could be achieved in a

single chapter, and submitted that the chapter concerned be omitted

from the .final report and a separate survey should be conducted by

the ECA secretariat to make a detailed study into, amongst others,

the following aspects of public/private sector relationship :

(a) the role of the private sector in planned development which would

include the appropriate consultative machinery needed to ensure ■

effective participation by the private sector and the -policy

■ : , instruments needed to enlist the co-operation of the private

sector in carrying out development plans? and

(b) a clear identification of the different.roles, characteristics

and inter-relationships of national and foreign enterprises."

The plenary session was, however:. ■ unable to accept that recommendation.

The preponderance of the private sector in the economy of most English-

speaking African countries was recognized. All participants felt that

the private sector had a major role to play in "national development.

It might be that, that chapter was not very exhaustive and contained

controversial and sensitive issues, yet the need for involving the

private sector in the task of social and economic development could"

not be gainsaid. It was accepted that much more research ought to be

carried out to highlight the problems raised in the above recommendations,

and many of the participants agreed that a start had been made by the

discussion in Chapter III. The view of the committee that the contents " '

of Chapter III had been adequately expressed in the first two Chapters
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was not acceptable to all the participants. Many participants felt ^

that that chapter should be retained whilst EGA was requested to organs

a more comprehensive and systematic study of the private sector as had

been done in respect of public enterprises so as to determine the role

of the private sector in the task of national development; ways and

means of integrating the private sector in national development, as KeJ.l

as characteristics and inter-relationships between foreign and indigenous

private enterprise.

17. The seminar also decided that what heretofore was denominated as

Organization and Methods Unit should be called Management Service and

its function known as management service work, and that such function

should include the study and improvement of organization, procedures,

and management practices and not only the methods.

18. This report was approved by the seminar in plenary session on

17 December 1970.
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. . ■ ANNEX I

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AND CONSULTANTS

A. PARTICIPANTS

Ethiopia

Ghana

Lesotho

Liberia

Nigeria

Ato Hailu Gebre Selassie

Imperial Ethiopian Institute of

Public Administration

Addis Ababa

Ato Negussie Zerihun

"Planning Commission

P. 0. Box 1037

Addis Ababa

Mr. B.K. Mensah

Ministry of Finance and Economic,

Planning

Accra

Mr. James Nti

Institute of Management and Public

Administration

Accra

Mr. J. K. Ndoto

Office of the President

Nairobi

Mr. F.K. Nganatha

Kenya Institute of Public Administration

P.. 0. Lower Kabete

Nairobi

Mr. Khetla Thabo Joshua Hakhetla

Central Planning Office

Maseru

Mr. Henry W. Yaidoo

Under Secretary for Economic Affairs

Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs

Monrovia

Mr. Milad A. Schmeyla

' Departmont of Economic and Social Affairs

Tripoli

Mr. N,A.A. Okuboyejo

Ministry of Economic Development

Lagos
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Sierra Leone

Somali.',

Sudan

United Arab Republic

Zambia

B. CONSULTAHTS

Germany

Nigeria

ILQ

Mr. Stanley Jonathan Walters

Ministry of Development

Freetown

Xr. Ali Khalif Galied ■

■Somali Institute of Public Administration

Mogadiscio ■■ . . ;

Mr. Yousif Lutfi

Ministry of Planning

Khartoum 1

At. Mohamed Fathi Yakout Afia

Ministry of Planning

Mr. CM. Linyama

Ministry of Development and Finance

Lusaka

Dr. Horst Bahro

Federal Chancellery '

Bonn

Dr. Herbert Schirrmacher

Wiesbaden ■ *:

Chancery Lane

Hessen

Mr. S.0. Asabia

Central Bank of Nigeria

Tinubu Square

Lagos'

Mr. F. Sherif ■ -

Public Administration Division

New York

Chief Jerome 0. Udoji

East African Staff College

P.O. Box 30005

Nairobi

Mr. CD. Tuinenburg

Addis Ababa

Mr. V. Kuznetsov

Addis Ababa ■ •■
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Netherlands

Secretariat (ECA)

Mr. M.J. Campbell
Training Officer and Course Director

International Union of Local Authorities

The Hague

- Head PAS, (Director)
- Consultant, (General

Rapporteur)

Consultant

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

G.

C.

J.

J.

M.

V.

0. Orewa

S. Magat

Malik

Sochet -

A.B. Sarpong

N. Muoneke -
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ANNEX II

MEMBERS AND CONSULTANTS

Group I

(a) Members : ....

1. Mr- Mohamed Fathi Yakout Afia (UAH), Chairman

2. Mr. C. Muyunda Linyama (Zambia)

3. Mr. Stanley Jonathan Walters (Sierra Leone)

4. Ato Negussie Zerihun (Ethiopia)

5. Mr. Milad A.- Schmeyla (Libya)

6. Mr. Henry W. Yaidoo (Liberia)

(b) Consultants

1. Mr. M.J. Campbell** (lULA)

2. Dr. Herbert Schirrmacher (Germany)

3. Mr. CD. Tuinenburg (ILO)

4. Mr. G.O. OrewaS£3E (EGA) Course Director

5. Mr. M.A.B. Sarpong (EGA)

Group H

(a) Members

1. Mr. J.K. Ndoto (Kenya), Chairman

2. Mr. N.A.A. Ukuboyejo (Nigeria)

3- Mr. Yausif Lutfi (Sudan)

4. Mr. Khetla Thabo Joshua Rakhetla (Lesotho)

5. Mr. B.K. Mensah (Ghana)

(b) Consultants

1. Mr. S.O. Asabia** (Central Bank of Nigeria)

2. Mr. J.O. Udoji**** (BAG)

3. Mr. I. Malik (ECA) ;

4. Mr. V. N. Muoneke (ECA Consultant)

i Arrived for second week work of the seminar.

ee Participated only in first week's work.

Also sat with Group II part of the first week.

Also sat with Group III part of the first week.
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Group III

(a) Members :

1. Mr. James Kti (Ghana), Chairman

2. Mr- F.K. Nganatha (Kenya)

3. Ato Hailu Gebre Selassie (Ethiopia)

4. Mr. Ali Khalif Galied (Somalia)

("b) Consultants :

1. Dr. Horst Bahro (Germany)

2. Mr. J. Bochet (ECA)

3. Mr. C.S. Magat (ECA) General Rapporteur

4. Mr. V. Kuznetsov (lLO)

Participated only in first week's work.
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WORK GROUP REPORTS

■ ■- GROUP I

■ ■■ "'CHAPTER I ■

A. Notes and Revision of Chapter One

« 1, Some words and phrases have been added or deleted to assist clarifica

tion of the document but these are not noted in detail. These notes

^ contain drily major departures from the original text.

2. It was felt necessary to define the concept of planning at the very

beginning of the report to.ensure that its meaning was clear throughout,

3. Historical background covering paragraphs 1-6 of original chapter

although interesting were not considered necessary in the handbook

and therefore omitted from the revised chapter.

4. Consultation with private sector. As the committees felt that Chapter

III should "be "omitted from the report, references to this chapter

: 'on pages 5> 6' and 13' are deleted.

5. ' Page 6 paragraph 1. As the national planning board is political

organ at the ministers level, senior government officials, represen

tative of public enterprises and of the private sector would hot be

members but could be called in as consultants when necessary—.

. In view of the fact also, that the national planning board is

composed of ministers there is no necessity to explain the operation

of a committee of cabinet. The second paragraph of page 6 is

therefore deleted.

The seminar decided that the chapter should present two alternatives,

e-g. , (1) where the board is a depision-making body* its membership

would be restricted to cabinet ministers and would have the discretion

to invite senior officials as we'll as representatives of public

enterprises and of the private sector for consultation; (2) if it
is generally consultative, its. membership,would include some cabinet

ministers, senior government officials and representatives of public

enterprises as well as of the private■sector. ■ . . .
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6. The last paragraph of page 6 was considered confusing and irrelevant -

so it has "been deleted.'

7« The last paragraph on page 8 has been redrafted to explain more

clearly the role of the departmental committee.

8. Multi—sectoral committees or an inter-rainisterial committee. The

committee felt that there might be alternative agencies for co-

ordination at the planning secretariat level and that in place of

the multi-sectoral committees suggested in the original draft, there

might be established an inter-ministerial planning committee - made

up of the chairmen of the planning committees of all the ministries

and agencies involved in the national plan. An addition to page 11,

paragraph 2 explains the alternative.

Wherever in the text it is necessary to show the two alternatives

an additional mention is made of the inter-ministerial planning
t

committee.

B. Amendment to pages 22 & 23 and the first paragraph of page 24

There are many factors accounting for the slow pace of decentraliza

tion. Significant amongst these are the lack of administrative capability

and the degree of development consciousness. Before independence the ,

administrative structure was geared towards the maintenance of law and

order and very little attention was given to stimulating the people to

participate in self-help schemes. *-.s the economy of these countries

moreover was based on a few export commodities, human as well as material

isccur;o3 vrere directed towards increased production of these commodities-

■Consequently not enough funds were available to lay down the administrative

structure for accelerated decentralization after independence. Immediately

after independence therefore these problems had to be started.from.scratch

On :the other hand, certain national governments who neither lacked the

funds nor the trained manpower did not channel' their efforts towards

decentralization. In spite of the.fact that some countries like Ghana

and Western Nigeria had large marketing board reserves the pace towards

decentralization has been slow. . .
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Local and regional participation'is "in a sense also a function of

development consciousness of the population at large. In the case of

Africa because of historical circumstances development consciousness was

slow in coming. Hence initiative from the community did not emerge

naturally. ■ -•■

Where the rudiments of decentralization exist problems of lack of

co-ordination have hindered progress in effective decentralization. Mention

may be made of conflicts that arise out of overlapping of duties and ■■ ^ "/ ,; .'

responsibilities between local-governments and-central government departments.

Furthermore problems have also emerged where community development-depart

ments have gone beyond their role of.'stimulating the population to

participate in the development effort and have initiated and promoted a

multitude of'projects without consulting the local government bodies or

government departments upon whom'the burden of maintenance would lie.

This has often resulted in a dichotomy between community development

departments and other government agencies which has confused the communities

' ■ and weakened their belief in the value* of self-determination. ' /'
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C Suggested Form of Planning Machinery

Consultative

Body

PARIPARLIAMENT

CABINET

T ■
NATIONAL PLANNING

BOARD
•s.

Intermirdsterial Committee

or

Multi-sectoral Committees

SECRETARIAT CENTRAL

PLANNING ORGANIZATION ■

Planning

Committee

T
Planning

Unit

Planning

Committee

I
Planning

Unit

MINISTRY OF

LOCAL

GOVERNMENT

I

PROVINCIAL

DEVELOPMENT

COMMITTEE

District Development

Committee

and

Local Development

Committee

1

4.

» 1 '

1

1

Ward Development

Committee

Planning MIKISTHIES

Committee

T„ ' . AGENCIES
Planning

Unit ■

Field Units

f

PRIVATE

SECTOR

Trade

Unions

Employers1

Organisa

tion

- -

Chamber

of

Commerce
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Suggested Form of Planning Machinery

Explanatory Notes

1. The chart emphasises consultation with'the private sector at all

levels, for individual industries and chambers of commerce at the

lower level to e.g. trade-unions and employers' organisations', at ■

the national level-

2. Co-ordination between government decentralized bodies and the private

sector is emphasized at all levels.

3. At the ministry level the planning committees would include both

representatives of all the departments of ministry or agency

concerned and where necessary consultants of the ministries having

a direct interest plus interested agencies from the private sector.

4. Plans from the various ministries (including ministry responsible for

' local government) and agencies would be submitted to the planning

secretariat where they would be examined and co-ordinated by either

an interministerial committee or m'ultisectoral committees (see.

Chapter I).

5. The function of the planning secretariat would include :

- research (economic, social (manpower) and physical surveys)

- statistics

- collation and'co-ordination of plans

- administration of the national plans

- co-ordination of technical assistance.

6. Arrows upw.ards represent the planning, flow; arrows downwards represcn

(a) guidelines for planning and (b) implementation flow.
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GROUP I .

CHAPTER II

_ , Introduction

The committee approved of and maintained the general ideas of this

chapter and introduced only minor changes, not worth mentioning separately,

except for the following amendments :

1. Nine paragraphs in the original draft : beginning page 21 last .line, with

"Why is it ..." up to the end.of the first paragraph on page 24, have

been rephrased in such a way as to leave out examples that may not

"be relevant for the region as a whole.

■ The new.text.is to be found in the first 4 paragraphs on page 2 (new

draft); ■*. ,

2. The.committee felt that since the labour force in the country Vas one

■of the most decisive factors for success or failure of a development

plan, trade unions should be consulted at any relevant level. The

words "including trade unions" therefore were added to the words

"representatives of the private sector" on page 32, last paragraph and

36 fourth paragraph (original draft).

3. ad page 35> third paragraph fifth line (original draft)

Sue to the difference in the financial capacities of local govern

ment units, the committee felt that no fixed rate was to be applied

for the financial participation of local development projects. It

therefore changed the fixed percentage of 50 per cent into an agreed

percentage. The rate must be separately agreed upon taking into

consideration the varying needs of each less developed region. (flew^

draft page 14, third paragraph).

4« yad page 35» fourth paragraph, fifth line

The committee felt it necessary to stress the overall importance of

national development objectives even if local projects would be

financed with local funds.'.

(New draft page 14 fourth paragraph, first sentence).
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5. ad page 39? third paragraph.

The last part of the last sentence beginning with "and if necessary ..."

was deleted, since the involvement of the private sector was suf

ficiently emphasised throughout the first chapters of this monograph.

(Page 18, third paragraph).

6. ad page.45. The last paragraph of this chapter was broadened to

indicate that decentralised administration could only properly function

if, in addition to the original text, ' -

(1) there was a clear-cut division of duties and responsibilities

between the local and central authorities;

(2) the fields in which local projects were to be implemented by the

local government, were clearly defined.

■■ ' : ' GROUP I

; '■■'-■' ' -. ' ■ CHAPTER III '

A. Notes on Chapter III

The committee has very carefully gone through the chapter on consul

tation with the private sector- It recognises the preponderance of the

private" sector in the economy of most of the English-speaking African

countries. Despite this fact, however, not much attention has been given

to ways and means of effectively integrating the private sector with

planned development-

_ The chapter on.consultation with the private.sector highlights some

of the problems connected.with consultation with the private sector. The

committee appreciates that much thought has gone into the working draft.

It, nevertheless, finds it inadequate, taking into account the significance

and the complexity of the problem.

It is felt that any recommendation from the committee on appropriate

administrative machinery should be preceded by a comprehensive study of

the different aspects of the role of the private sector in planned develop

ment.
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.It. is also felt that the topic is highly controversial and sensitive.

In view of the delicacy of the problem, recommendations should be based on

thorough studies and after covering a wide cross section of views. /

On these grounds, the committee has found the working draft wanting
i

in coverage and depth. It, therefore, submits that the working draft be i

withheld and a more comprehensive and systematic study be conducted as

soon as possible.

The exclusion of the material does not affect the report as a whole?

it could very well be a subject for separate study.

A proposed resolution requesting the secretariat to conduct the study

is attached. '

\ /
B. Recommendations

1. For future research projects it is recommended that materials drawn from

all relevant sources should be used particularly from all countries in

Africa, so that the study will be comprehensive for the African

continent as a whole.

2. The seminar on the administrative framework for development, recognizes,

the valuable contribution made in the chapter devoted to the consulta

tion with the private sector which has served t'o highlight the

complexity of the problem. It feels, however, that the subject

merits an investigation in much greater depth than can be achieved

in a single chapter and submits that the chapter concerned be omitted

from the final report and a separate survey should be conducted by

the ECA secretariat to make a detailed study, among other things,

into the following aspects of public/private sector relationship :

(a) the role of the private sector in planned development which will

include the appropriate consultative machinery needed to ensure

effective participation by the private sector and the policy

instruments necessary to enlist the co-operation of the private

sector in carrying out development plans? and ■ '

(b) a clear identification of the different roles, characteristics

and inter-relationships of national and foreign enterprises.
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GROUP II

1 CHAPTER IV

The committee discussed Chapter IV of the working paper for the seminar

on the aiministrative framework for development in a systematic manner head

by het-- and made the following amendments :

Second paragraph fifth line : Delete the word "full" and substitute

the phrase ^'a high level of".

Page 66.

.(a) Delete the whole of (a) and substitute "(a) setting up socio-

economic goals in the light of political objectives".

(b) Under (b) insert the phrase "macro policies", between the words

"developing" and "programme".

Page 67 N ' .

After the word "projects", in the third line of the first paragraph

insert "choice of policy instruments which will ensure that the

functional units within the economy (including the private sector)

conform to the economic behavious postulated by the national

. objectives"*

Page 71

Sscond paragraph : After the expression "desirable reforms" on the

sixth line, add

"Taxation should be seen not merely as a means of furnishing revenue

to governments but more importantly as an instrument for regulating

demand and price levels. It should be viewed as a means of directing

resources into areas of development and also as a means of a fair

distribution of the burden of financing the public sector.

Pa£e 71 . '

Whole sentence beginning with "It might be" on the last line of page

71 and ending with "Prime Minister on third line of page 72 should be

left out. In addition the expression "However if this is not possible"

should be left out. The new sentence should read "There is, however,

need for evolving ..."
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be left out. In addition the expression "However, if this is not

possible" should be left out. The new sentence should read "There

is, however, need for evolving..."

72

The whole of the. paragraph beginning "The Annual Plan should ...".

should be left out and be replaced.by :

"The annual plan should cover the policy instruments, for regulating

both the public and private sectors thus providing a much-needed"
mechanism for a systematic review of the economic situation which

is a prerequisite for devising sound fiscal and monetary policies

to be reflected in the budget. In this manner it would constitute

the most significant single instrument of action for the implemen

tation of the development plan. It is, however, appreciated that

private sector projects could not ordinarily be reflected in the

annual plan".

73

Third paragraph : After second sentence ending "statistical data"

insert "Arrangements for the flow of statistical data and its

appraisal have to be streamlined in order to furnish a sound basis

for preparation of the annual plan".

Page 74

Third paragraph : After the words "export potential" preceeding the

last sentence of the third paragraph add the following sentences :

"In establishing import substitute industries, each country will

necessarily have to weigh up both the short-term and lon^-term

objectives including side-benefits. -In addition a purposeful foreign

exchange bud^etting should be developed in the light of a compendium

of import requirements so as to ensure prudent allocation of foreign

exchange resources and maximum contribution of the industrial sector

to value added to Gross Domestic Product".

Page 82

It was observed that Column 3 refers to period January to December;

Column 4 refers to April to March and Column 5 refers to period July
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to June. Notwithstanding it was agreed that time schedules should

fee left to individual countries to arrange and should "be excluded

in this exercise.

Page 82

(a) A new paragraph 2 should be inserted and should read : "Economic

Research showing trends in the economy and prospects in the

forseeable future should "be undertaken".

(b) The old paragraph 2 will be renumbered No.3 and the rest of

paragraphs will be renumbered accordingly.'

(c) The beginning word "Collection" in new No.3 paragraph should be

left out and be replaced by the words '.'Collation and Analysis".

■ (.d) The phrase "and submitted to the Ministry of Finance and/or

Planning Agency" appearing at the end of the new paragraph 4

should be left out.

Page 83

(a) New Paragraph 5 : After the words "estimate of" insert the word

"resources".

(b) New paragraph 7 : Substitute the word "appropriate" for the word

"controlling".

(c) New paragraph 3 .- leave out the beginning words "Last date for"

and replace with the word "Final".

(d) New paragraph 9 : Leave out the ^ords "by the Planning Agency".

Aiso leave out the phrase "preferably under the following ...

"Hard core programme".
*

Page 84

(a)' New paragraph 10 : Substitute the word "appropriate" for the word

"controlling".

(b) New paragraph 11 : Substitute the word "appropriate" for the word

"controlling".
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Page 85 ...

(a) New paragraph 13 : Leave out the phrase "Ministry of Finance in

collaboration with the Planning Agency" and replace that with the

phrase "agency charged with responsibility".

(-b) New paragraph 14 : Leave out the word "Planning". Insert the

phrase "in 13 above" between the words "Agency" and "and" in the

second line of this paragraph.

Page 85

New paragraph 14 : Substitute the word "Ministries11 for the word

I'agencies" in the third line of'this paragraph.

New paragraph 15 •

(a) Insert the words "Budget and" between the words "the" and "develop

ment" in the first line of this paragraph.

(b) Leave out the word "planning" in the second and third lines of

this paragraph.

(c) Leave out the words "National Economic Council" in the fourth

and fifth lines of this paragraph.

(d) Insert the'word "final" between the words "competent" and

"authority" in the sixth line of this paragraph.

Page 85 . .

Old paragraph 15 : Delete the whole of this paragraph.

Page 85 .- ■ . "

■The old paragraph 16 will retain its No. 16.

Page 81

.,■ Introduce a new heading called :

Budget-Plan Harmonization

The .experience of the working of development institutions of the

African developing countries has amply shown that the subject of budget-

plan harmonization is quite complex and more difficult than might appear

at first sight. It concerns, in a most intimate way, the working relation*

between what nowadays are usually two of the most important departments
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of state in any developing- country-namely the Ministry of■ Finance and'

the Economic Planning Authority. The relations between these important

departments of government vary from country: to country. ■■■■-.

*.-..- .. ■ .--■■-.

In most countries the Ministry of Finance is a well established -

ministry'with the usual compliment of service departments engaged-in'the

raising, disbursing and accounting of revenues and also in- the overseeing

and control of monetary and financial policy. Above all, generally, it is

a ministry with settled patterns of work and responsibility vis-a-vis

other departments.

The economic planning authority on the other hand, is usually a

relatively new institution and often still pre-occupied in developing^

its working relationships with other government departments. It is growing

and has many of the problems of growing up.

In some African countries a separate Ministry of National Planning

obtains. In others a planning secretariat forms part of either the

President's or Prime Minister's or Finance Minister's Offices. ..These...

differing situations-may also be reflections of somewhat different scopes

and functions of the planning body. Without going into these details

which would differ in different situations it is necessary to emphasize

very strongly that both departments of finance and planning are of

paramount importance for development; They must,''therefore, exist and work

side by side. ' To do this, they must agree on their roles' and functions.

They must not waste precious time in defining and re-defining their roles

every year.

Thus, both departments must recognize that each is involved ina^

special way with inter-se.ctoral responsibilities which run across the whole

of the national economy. Hence whilst the. Ministry of Agriculture is

mainly concerned with what goes on in that sector, the Ministry'of Finance

is concerned with mobilizing,financial resources for all the sectors of

the economy and then redeploying them in various ways with a view to realize

the plan objectives and targets. The planning authority is similarly

concerned particularly in the determination of priorities-and suggesting
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the best use of financial resources in order to fully utilize the real

and scarce national resources. Thus both Finance and Planning.departments

have inter-sectoral responsibilities which require to be harmonized in

order to achieve successful plan implementation. Tne Ministry of Finance

should also ensure that the administrative and "budgetary mechanisms by

which it operates are adapted to suit the needs of national planning.

GROUP II

CHAPTER V

1

A. Notes

Page Q6

(a) Delete heading beginning "Task of the Government ..." and replace

with Introduction.

(b) Delete heading "What is a Project".'

Page 87 . .

(a) In the third line from the top delete the words "Or semi-public".

(b) Delete the word "and" in the last but one line from the end of

the second paragraph.

. (c) Insert the words "and other" between the words "management" and

. , "specialists" in the last but one line from the end of the second

paragraph.

(d) Delete "Project Leader".

Page 89 " " • ■ . ..

Delete the whole sentence starting at end of* page 88 with the words

"In so far as ... programme" and replace it with the following :

"In so. far as investment in the private sector is concerned this

has to be backed up with practical economic policies and fiscal

incentives in order to encourage investment in consistence with

plan objectives".
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Page 90

(a). After the word "budget" at the end of the fifth line from the top

of the page add the following : ^ •

"The availability of a portfolio1 of viable projects at any given

■ .time would greatly facilitate the task of budget-plan harmonisa-

. ■ tion".

(b) Delete the whole of the third sentence of the last paragraph of

page 90 beginning with the words "If the project —".

Page 91

Delete the whole of (a) on page ^J\ and replace with :

(a) If the project is to provide a product or service which is to be

sold, then the expected quantity, price and value of sales as

well as the expected revenue over the life of the assets should

be. indicated".

Bage 92 . ■ ■

- Second paragraph : Delete the first sentence beginning with the word

"Under-estiraation" - and ending with "avoided", and replace the

whole sentence with the following :

"Under-estimation or over-estimation must,, as much as possible, be

avoided".v

Page 92

■ Fourth paragraph :" Delete the whole of the second sentence of the

second paragraph beginning with the word "Depending" and finishing"

with the words "areas" etc.

Page 93 ...

Paragraph 3 (c) second line

Add the word "or" between the words "price" and "depreciated" and

also between the words "value" and "rental"'.

Paragraph (d). Delete the whole of this paragraph and replace with :

"(d) Amount of duties, taxes and subsidy, if any".

Delete the whole of paragraph (i).
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95 A.

Mr. Malik to prepare Introductory Remarks to the review committees

proposal.

B.

The Group II committee resolved that a new chapter should be'prepared

and introduced in the monograph on Financial Institutions which should

provide where necessary financial support for plan, programme and

projects implementation. JThe draft chapter should be circulated to

participants for comments and should then be included in the monograph.

B» Draft Outline on New Chapter on the

Role of Financial Institutions in the Development Process

1* General Introduction

Finance for development is mobilized both from internally'generated

savings as well as from foreign sources. As saving is not always done by

the same group of people involved in investment decision-making,.institu

tions have to be created within the economy to collect savings and ensure

that they are invested in viable projects.

2- Types and Features

' (-a) Saving Institutions

(i) Commercial Banks, Post Office and other" Savings Banks

(ii) Insurance Houses and Building Societies

(iii) National Provident Fund and other Social Security Schemes,

Premium Bond, Savings Certificates, etc.

(b) Investment Institutions

(i) Industrial Development Banks and Finance Corporations'. - •

(ii) Small-Scale Industrial Credit Schemes --..... ■

. (iii) Agricultural, Credit Banks

(iv) Co-operative Societies and Credit Unions

(c) Monetary Institutions

(i) Stock Exchange

(ii) Capital Issues Market
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(&) Role of Government-sponsored Development Corporations and Marketing'

!
Boards

(e) The Central Bank (The Bankers' Bank)

3. Policy Issues

How can the above institutions be adapted to play a more dynamic role

in the development .process ? . - .

(1) For instance insurance houses invest their resources anywhere in the

world. Should they be obligated to invest 90 to 100 per cent of

such resources locally ?

(2) Should the creation of industrial unit trusts be encouraged in

Africanrcountries? These will mobilize small savings for invest

ment while guaranteeing a minimum return to savers which will be

higher than.the interest payable by commercial banks and other

savings institutions.

(3) Distributive trade and how to improve the performance of existing

state trading corporations and other indigenous distributive

institutions and small traders.

In a good number of countries in Africa, distribution trade is in

expatriate hands. What institutions can be created to promote

. .accelerated indigenization of the sector - A State trading

organization or provision of loan capital to indigenous or

combination of both ?

What role can licensing play in transferring business into

indigenous hands ?

(4) Should African governments insist in future that shares of all

companies be quoted on the stock exchange to facilitate effective

participation in all enterprises by the nationals ?

\ . ■ ■ ■ * -

(5) What role can financial institutions play in promoting export ?

These policy issues are .not exhaustive.
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"■•■■■ ■" ■-■"■■• ■ GROUP II

CHAPTER VI '

.Since a handbook for busy and practising administrators had to be

concise and practical, it was agreed that the monograph should be presented

in a handy form so as to facilitate easy reference. In the light of the

foregoing, it was agreed that this chapter should be re-arranged so that

■some of the topics-were re-grouped. .The following headings were agreed

upon : ■- * " ■ . ■ ■

(1) Forms and Types of Public Enterprises

■ (-2) Purposes and objectives of Public Enterprises

■■ (3) Major. Factors -affecting. Performance of Public Enterprises ;

(a) Lack of precise definition of objectives

(b) Fundamental non-viability of some projects ■

(c) Undue political patronage in the appointment of board member3

■ as well as staff •■ ■-..■_

(d) Lack of trained and competent staff ■ • . .

(e) Lack of proper and adequate financing

(4) Some Measures for improving Performance and Management :

(a) Rational control : Parliamentary, Ministerial, etc.

- (b) Adequate Financing : providing over-capitalization or under-

capitalization ■

(c) Competent staffing and Staff training : Executive and Managerial

capacity as well as adequate administrative and financial ,

framework ■

(d) Feasibility Studies. . ■ \

It was agreed that in order to give a reasonable guarantee of good

management of commercial and industrial enterprises in which a government

was interested, such a government should, as a first step, seek joint-

participation with the private sector on the understanding that nationalisa-

tion may be affected as and when the government considers it opportune to

do so in the public interest.
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The definition of "Public Enterprise" as in the opening paragraph %_

(page ;108-)Vwas not/acceptable, to -the oommi-t.tee- -Jt-was,. a.greed tb^at since

the over-riding purpose of establishing public enterprises by governments

,was to-.enable these governments tc use the enterprises as instruments for

promoting economic development and other national objectives, only enter

prises which were, and could be, controlled by a government or its agencies

should be regarded as public enterprise. By that definition,- enterprises

in which the government had minority shareholding were excluded.. ■:

The following amendments were agreed upon :

Page 111.t ,

The last paragraph of (a) " should form' part of paragraph (b) on page 112.

Page 112

Delete the second and third sentences. .

Page -Yf-5J"'"'- ■ ■'' ' : ' ■ ■■.•-■ .'■■ ■■'■■ • ■ j ■■:. _ .

Paragraph 3 : It was agreed that It was undesirable for ministers to

be appointed members of board of directors. For one thing, =the minister

is supposed to receive reports from the board. He cannot, therefore,,

be expected to hear an appeal-over his own judgement.

Page 116

'--■ ,-/Phird.,li-ne of the, second paragraph. : delete the word other before

businessmen. .

Page 116

It should be realized that whilst ..there are merits in the appointment"

of civil servants on the board of directors; the shortcomings of such

an arrangement should be known. Amongst such shortcomings are : : .

(a) Since civil'servants have already their civil service duties to

perform,'they may" hot" be able't'o' spare enough'- time and thought

for their additional aVsignm^n't.-"'They- should; nof therefore,

ordinarily be appointed c'hai'r'meri' of ;publi:c- ■enterprises- *

(b) When they are appointed by office, they may at times delegate their

duties to their subordinates or assistants.
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Page 119

The first paragraph under' "Planning and Implementation Procedure" "

should read as follows :"

For the purpose of his discussion, public enterprises may be classified

into three categories : "

1. Public Utilities

2. Public Enterprises with major Government participation

3- Public Enterprises under complete Government control.

Page 121

It was agreed that dangers inherent in the following should* always

be borne in mind :

(a) Management Agency Agreements

(b) Suppliers1 Credit/Contractor Finance

(c) Guarantee by Government of loans in respect of Joint Ventures with

private partipipation in excess of the proportion of its .

shareholding in such Joint Ventures.

Page 122 "

Add D "Availability of executive and managerial capacity".

Page 124

Delete the whole of paragraph (c) in the ligjit of above definition of

-'Public Enterprise1. ^

Page -125 . ■

Cross the first (c) which now becomes (b)

Page 127 "

The first paragraph should be redrafted to reflect the fact that

.--.conditions vary from one country to another. A Review Committee

may be suitable in some countries whilst a Central Planning Agency

or other Institutions may be more appropriate in others..
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The committee noted that much of the emphasis on national development

was on urban areas. It was realized that sustained economic and

social progress organised urban areas that were the centres of govern

ment, business, finance, education, science and technology. That .

fact did not detract from the importance of the rural community

development" in order to ensure balanced national development. The

committee, therefore, recommend, that a special section of the

monograph be devoted to "RURAL DEVELOPMENT11 indicating strategies

to achieve such development.
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■ GROUP III

.... . .: . CHAPTER VII '

1 • .: Introduction . ......

We find'the introduction to be too wordy. We also find that it

concentrates too much on economic determinism to the neglect of the social

consequence of development.' We recommend, therefore, that the "introduction"

be recast to make it less verbose and at the same iime to have included in

it the social aspects of development. ' ,

There are other detailed comments we would have liked to make on the

"introduction" but as we recommend a recasting of the whole of the introduc

tion we think that these comments may no longer "be necessary. To help the

person who will rewrite the introduction however, we set out below'some

of these comments :

(a) we prefer "accumulation of knowledge" to "stock of knowledge"

appearing in line 7 of paragraph 1.

(b). we find it difficult to see why the writer uses the words "enter-

preneurial, managerial, organisational, and administrative"

capabilities, as if these words are not synonymous. If he so

prefers, he could use "entrepreneurial and administrative", if he

wants to compare and/or contrast public and business administration.

(c) we prefer "the capability to organize" to "organizing capability",

appearing in line 1 of paragraph 2.

(d) if he is specifying qualities and skills then he should qualify

the word "quality" which appears in the first line of paragraph 2«

We suggest "human and moral" quality.

2. Personnel Recruitment and Selection

We notice that'not much has been said about manpower planning or

personnel policy.

This section seems to deal with only specialized jobs. Are we to

infer from this that there is no need for generalists ?
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Paragraph 1 of this section (page 145) needs to frer-encpaiulyil -lu include

Job Bescription. "■ ' " ■

We suggest that the words "executive and management" appearing in line

7 of paragraph 1 of pa^« 146 bo deleted.

We also suggest that the third and fourth sentences of paragraph 2 of

page 146 be amended to read "In the days when administration in Africa was

mainly for the maintenance of law and order a person with the minimum

educational requirements and a metropolitan attitude for carrying the torch

of civilization to under-privileged people1, seemed sufficiently qualified

for any administrative job, in fact, for any job excepting those requiring

some technical preparation". We further suggest that the words "and less

on maintaining law and order" be deleted from the fourtheenth line' of

paragraph 2 of page 146*. ' ■ .. •

The' last sentence of paragraph 2 of page 146 may be recast to read "For

' this hew-orientation, the person for-the job must not only be sound in his

■ -professional training and possess the developmental attitude) but must

also have training and some experience in the concepts and practices of the

process of socio-economic growth". ■■ " -r-™-~-< „•

In view of the fact that many job descriptions are unrealistic, we

would wish to insert the word "realistic" between the first two words

appearing on page 147 (the sentence would then begin as follows : "A

realistc job description ...). Vha: is. realistic in the African context

could be elaborated upon by the author who may even .wish to give examples •

of unrealistic job description^- " -

■ .. We> suggest that the last sentence of paragraph 1 of page 147 be recast

to read, "where the- type of skill required is scarce, the job description

for securing recruitment should give full information on fringe benefits

and conditions of service".

As far as'paragraph 2 of page 147 is concerned we recommend (a) that

there should be a statement or even a paragraph on the desirability of merit

system that takes- account of the realities of the African situation;'
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(b) the inclusion of a statement to the effect-that the rigidity of the

civil service recruitment procedures be changed so as to make room-for

lateral entry.

We. suggest that the last but one sentence of the paragraph be recast

to read "The Public Service Commissions would do well to adopt modern

techniques for recruitment and selection". (Attached is paragraph spelling

out such modern techniques, per seminars instructions to the group).

The last sentence of this paragraph, we suggest, should be deleted.

We suggest the deletion of the words "development economics and" from

the last but one line of page 147•

3. Conditions of Service
■1 _.. .,.,,..,... ,__.,._,_ . ^ ,

We recommend that there should be some mention of "position classifica

tion and salaries administration" in this section. '

The first sentence in this section may be recast to read "Any organiza

tion, public or private, that can pay adequate attention to the interest and

welfare--of its staff can minimise its personnel problems." We-prefer the

word "organization" to "enterprise" and suggest that this be used throughout

this section. We are not happy about the phrase "hardly think of quitting".

To eliminate the repetition which occurs in paragraph 2 of page 148> we

suggest the .merger of paragraphs 1 and 2 of that page.

We do no't agree with the second sentence of paragraph 3l of' page 148.

We think the importance of salary is being underestimated. Civil servants,

must have adequate pay.

The writer of this chapter has laid a lot of emphasis on the tangible

aspects of conditions of service and has ignored the intangible aspects

even though the latter are equally important since they determine whether

or not the individual officer has job satisfaction. We, therefore, suggest

a recasting- ofN the last two paragraphs of this; section (i.e. paragraph 3

of page 148 and paragraph 1 of page 149) so as to give adequate emphasis to

salaries and. intangible aspects-of conditions of service. One paragraph

could deal with the tangible aspects while the other deals with the

intangible aspects. ' \
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We also think that "adequate pay" should be defined and elaborated upon

in dealing with the problem of security. . .

4. Personnel Development and Utilization Policy :

We do not like the words "those likely to benefit from them" appearing

in line 9 of the first paragraph of this section (i.e. paragraph 2 of

page '149) as" they connote the idea of "crown princes" and denies other

members of staff the opportunity of having some training. Our view is

that every organization should have planned personnel development at all

levels. .This may imply the publication of schemes of service outlining

career prospects and the training programmes for the various levels. We

also feel that the section .should be expanded to provide that the personnel

officer/manager should not only make the various, types of training known

generally, but should also be in touch with individual officers in order,

to know about them and their careers.

In paragraph 2 of page 150> the writer talks of postings being done

on the basis of "competence and interest." Our view is that while consulta

tion should take place when postings are being done, where the interest of

the individual conflicts with those of the state, the interests of the

state should prevail.

As far as his view about placement leading; to underemployment and

frustration (paragraph 2 of page 150) is concerned, we think that in such

cases it is not the placement which may be wrong, but the management which

may have something wrong with it. Underemployment clearly points to bad

organization, lack of delegation and poor distribution of work.

We suggest that the first sentence of paragraph 3 of page 150 should

read "Adequate material and supporting staff promote effectiveness in

performance".

We think that the writer should define-exactly what he means by the

word "staff" and should be consistent in its use.

Since the writer is mentioning (in paragraph 3 of page 150) the factors

which lead to the overworking of the top official, we think that lack of

delegation should be specifically mentioned. -
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We think there is confusion of thought in paragraph i(a) of page 151 since

.tha-.wri.ter-. eeeraa ±«=.be dealingswlth^iuductioEucourBes^uexpXanailinnofischemes,

of service etc. as if they were one and the same think. The last sentence

of paragraph i(a) seems to "beibng'properly to paragraph ' 1(b). We'in fact

suggest that paragraphs i('a)-i(c) be recast so that there will be only'

sub-paragraphs (a), and (b) with (a) dealing with training or .induction of

new-entrants and (b) dealing with training of established staff. ' ' "

We suggest the insertion of the words "both within and outside the

headquarters, "between the words "jobs" and "to" appearing in the first line

of paragraph i(c) (vi) of page 152 and the substitution of the word "unit"

for "workshop" appearing in line 4 of the same sub-paragraph.

The first sentence of sub-paragraph (d) at page 152 is so cryptic.that

it distorts what the writer wants to say. We suggest it be expanded to

include control. p. .:.

We suggest the .deletion of the word "praise" appearing at the end of

that sub-paragraph and the transposing of the word "and" - between '^correct"

and. "encourage". .

We suggest the merger of sub-paragraphs (e) and (g) so as to eliminate

the repetition which occurs in (g). This may make it possible to introduce

the concept of management by objectives.

We also suggest the merger of sub-paragraphs (f) and (h) since both

are talking about the same think. We further suggest the deletion of the

words "without interfering in their private affairs" and "from experience"

from the first and last sentences respectively of sub-paragraph (f). We

think that in recasting (h) a statement should be made to the effect that

in staff matters one should be human and should not be a stickler to rules

and regulations. .

In paragraph 1 of page 153 evaluation of staff performance and rating

of performance have been used in such a way as to indicate that they are

different concepts even though those phrases are normally used to describe

the same thing. The second sentence of that paragraph may, therefore, be
■ .■■"■■' -

amended to read "The system must be rational in the sense that it is based or;
■ -.•■-■

acceptable criteria related to results and the degree of responsibility.t:
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The concept of management by results could be introduced at this point.

We suggest ihe deletion of the words "and discharge the same with proven

efficiency" from the end of the last but one sentence of paragraph 1 of

page 153°

5. Staff Training for Development Administration

We suggestHhe deletion of the first four sentences of this section

i.e. from "in the introduction ... (appearing at page 153) ••• to "their

assigned tasks," (on page 154). This part is only a summary of the

preceding sections and we do not think it is necessary- Section 5 will, ^

therefore, begin with the words : "In this section" appearing in line 10

of page 154. The last sentence of this paragraph, we suggest, should

also be deleted.

We further suggest that paragraph 1 of page 154 (i.e. the paragraph

beginning with the words "It could be argued ...") be deleted.

The first sentence of the last paragraph of page 154 may be amended

to read "Development Administration is not only the application of procedures

and interpretation of rules." .

We suggest the deletion of the last sentence at page 154 i.e. the

sentence beginning with the words "It requires ...". In fact, we consider

this whole paragraph which carries over to page 155 as well as paragraph 1

of page 155 a bit long-winded. We consider that it could do with some

prunning. We think, however, that this section should emphasise the need

to let the professional people see how their work fits in into the overall

objectives of the organisation and the importance of co-operation and co

ordination. It should also emphasise the need for civil servants to be

goal^ninded.

We suggest the substitution of the words "development administration"

for the words "development economics" appearing in lines 4 and 5 of

paragraph 1 of page 156.

We also suggest the inclusion of "role-playing" in the training

methods listed in paragraph 2 of page 156.
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We are not happy about the syllabus drawn up for the training in

Development Administration. We suggest the following,:

(i) Ecology of Development ■ ■ . .

- concept of change and need for change ■

- strategies for inducing change

- development policy and objectives

.- project identification, preparation and implementation

- sociology of development . .

- politics of development

(ii) Tools of management .. '

- principles and problems of organizing, delegating co-ordinating

and controlling . , '

- communication techniques

- leadership role in techniques of motivation

- modern techniques of management e.g. PERT, network analysis,'

etc.

- statistics

- development finance and budgetting

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS ,

(1) We think that the tone of writing in many chapters of the draft

handbook is too directive, dogmatic and mandatory and does not

take differences of environment into consideration. We recommend

that.the language should be worked over. This will enable rather

unscientific expressions like "maximum efficiency" etc. to be

deleted.

(2) We recommend that Manpower Policy be included as a chapter in this

handbook. (Seminar directed the group to add a section on Manpower

Planning which is also herein attached.

(3) We recommend that emphasis should be placed in the handbook on.the

need for all civil servants to be required to serve in the rural

areas.

(4) Add a section on discipline which is likewise hereto attached.
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(5) In Chapter VII particularly^ we find that a lot of the words used

are applicable more to "business administration than to public

administration. We recommend, therefore, that the words used in

.the handbook should be related to public administration since, that

is the field with which it is concerned.

(6) We recommend the inclusion in this handbook of a statement to the

effect that where there are job descriptions or schemes of■service,

there should be a note to indicate to officers the objectives of

the organisation and how their jobs help in the achievement of

these overall objectives- '

(7) We notice that though modern techniques of management are recom

mended in the handbook, these techniques have not been applied in

v .the handbook. We refer particularly to Chapter V.

6. New Introduction

Economic and social development in any organized society requires a

rational and sustained organization of human effort in exploring and

exploiting with the aid of science and technology the resources of nature.

It is, therefore, rightly concluded that "the building of modern nations

depends upon the development of people and the organization of human

activity". In the developing countries, the huge reservoir of-human

resources is inactive to a great extent. The -active part of the" population,

and especially people in public administration, should do their best as

to develop the natural talents of their countrymen so that they can

acquire knowledge and skill and understand the advantages of life free

from want and fear- Thus, people should be enable-to strive for the

improvement of the social situation by better ..education and achieving

a higher standard of living through economic growth.

In the developing countries, public administration will have to play

an important role in this process : economic growth and social improvements

can only be achieved by planning and organizing human energy and guiding

it towards the generally recognized goals of the nation. Public administra

tion in these countries, therefore, must not only comprise the traditional

ability of maintaining law and order but also the displaying of initiative
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and of- high organizational and entrepreneurial capabilities as well as the

possession of a high standard of human and moral quality by civil servants.

This type of civil servant, acting as an agent of development, should

understand that he is acting on "behalf. of his nation and for the improve

ment of the social conditions of his people. He must be also aware of the

fact that the process of development also depends on his efforts and

.capabilities, whatever his function may be. Only by his personal integrity

as well as by his professional skills he will be able to motivate and

mobilize men and women in a sustained effort to rationally plan and utilize

natural resources and to ensure the participation of the people in building

their nation.

7. Manpower Planning (Before section on Personnel Recruitment and Selection)

Whatever manpower planning scheme a country develops will depend upon

its manpower policy. This policy will, to some extent, depend on the state

of the economy and the projected rate of expansion. Whether the country is

socialist-oriented or capitalist-oriented (to take the two extremes) its

policy on Africanisation will also be an important determinant of the
i

manpower policy it adopts.

Having decided- on the rate of expansion, the country may then have to

assess the manpower it will need to cope with that rate of expansion. This

normally calls for a manpower survey which determines the number of persons

and various levels of skills needed for each particular type of job.

The determination of this estimate of manpower requirements of the

economy is very important as it gives a guide to governments1 investment

in educational and training institutions. In other words, after ascertaining

the manpower needs of- the economy the government concerned will have to

decide on how to supply these needs. Most African countries are now

committed to localization, which means the attainment of self-sufficiency

at all skill levels in the economy.

This, of course, implies the gearing, particularly, of educational.,

institutions to the needs of the economy. The educational institutions

inherited by most African countries from the colonial powers were meant

to produce persons who woulcl be useful for white-collar jobs. It may,
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therefore, be necessary to .re-orient the. educational institutions from

the primary school through the university to providing the persons needed

by the country. This, of course, would help to solve the growing problem

in a number ">f African countries of the unemployment of the educated -

in some cases, of the well educated.

Other strategies may be adopted in addition to re-orienting the

educational system. One such strategy may be forcing, young men and women"

into particular fields of training, irrespective of their personal interests

but bearing in mind only the needs of the country.

Another method may be the manipulation of the scholarship scheme of the

country concerned. For instance, if the particular country were to decide

to offer one hundred scholarships for university education in a particular

year, it. could decide, depending upon its manpower needs, to allocate

specified percentages of these scholarships to certain fields of training.

It may, however, not be enough to state, for instance, that twenty per

cent of the scholarships is to be given to persons intending to study

engineering. It may be necessary to specify the particular branches of

engineering', otherwise, the country may end up with having engineers of one

type.

At present, in a number of African countries, while there are some

mechanical, civil and electrical engineers, it may be difficult to find

even a single mining engineer.

Yet another meinod may ue to use salary incentives, i.e., paying

higher salaries for certain scarce skills even though the lenght of

training may be the same as for other skills. For instance, even though

it normally takes three years to graduate as an engineer the government

could pay the engineering graduate one-and-a-half times the salary it

would pay to say a graduate in political science even though he also takes

three years to graduate.

As can be seen the last two methods can be used together.

Even though the government may be fully committed to localization,

if it wants any socio-economic development in the meantime, it normally

has to accept overseas recruitment as a stop-gap measure not only to
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i '

to ensure that its development plans are carried out", but also to ensure

that the local people who are trained to take' over these jobs can acquire

the necessary experience for standing on their own feet. ;,

Organization for Manpower Plo.ining

Appropriate organization and procedures to be responsible for manpower ;

pellcy, planning and training, should be established and located where'a ,

country feels it suitable for its purposes but keeping in mind that

implementing units are also needed in other ministries and agencies*

Since manpower planning is an integral part of overall national develop-

' ment planning, many countries found it desirable to locate the central

unit responsible for it, within the national planning organization, with ■

the implementing units in the other ministries and agencies. However? s

some countries have opted to locate such central unit in the Ministry

of Establishment. Each country may, therefore, place such central unit

for manpower policy, planning and training as it deems fit to meet its

peculiar needs.

^e Discipline (After the section on Conditions of Service)

All African countries have rules and regulations or codes setting out ;

the procedures to be adopted in cases of misconduct by civil servants.

It does seem- however, that these regulations more or less guarantee ;

the security of civil servants against loss of job. The regulations also,

tend to del ..y the taking of disciplinary action against a civil servant who I

misconducts himself with the result that punishments are imposed months

after the cffence has been committed- This, in some cases, makes it ;

difficult fcr civil servants to associate the punishment with the offencs-

The impact of the penalty and its corrective effect are lost thereby

justice delayed, the old_axiom goes, is justice denied. In some cases,'

disciplinary authority is centralised in a public service commission or^

an. inter-ministerial disciplinary body. 'This, of course, has the effect

of weakening the authority of the head of department over' subordinate

officerSj. even though it ensures, fair and impartial, adjudication of , :

disciplinary cases, . . :i

■>.■.■* . 'i
■1
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To ensure discipline and efficiency in a developmental a*e, it may fee

necessary to decentralise disciplinary authority to Headsof Departments.

This will have the advantage of ensuring quick disposal of disciplinary

cases as well as ensuring that the head of department could be held fully

accountable for what happens in his department. It has one big disadvantage,

however,, and that is that there can be the danger of victimisation and

unfair treatment. This can, however, be countered by having the public

service commission where it exists, or another body where it does not to

be an appellate body to whom aggrieved civil servants can always appeal.

9. Recruitment and Selection Techniques (Elaboration of paragraph 2,

page 147 of draft monograph Chapter VII, see. Group's recommendations)

This will imply ensuring that the advertisements for appointments have

a clear, precise and concise job description, and that applicants who are

short-listed go through a number of tests designed to assess their aptitude,

their intelligence, their health, their character, their ability to work

with others, etc. References and other checks may to be taken up before

the interview so that the interviewer may have at his disposal almost

all the necessary background information he needs. The officer with

whom the candidate, if appointed, will work should have an important

say in his selection. In addition to the present practice of interviewing

candidates on individual basis, the public service commissions may adopt

what has been called "the group oral- technique of interview which in

fact enables the interviewers to find out how each candidates behaves

in a group and the- impact he makes on the group.

GROUP III

CHAPTER VIII

A. General Comments and Recommendations - Part I

The title of the chapter is misleading. Essentially, the chapter

deals not with the role of research but with securin, grass-root participa

tion in the developmental process. We suggest, therefore, that the title

be changed to "Securing People's Participation in Development". Such a

title will be in line with the contents of this chapter. Actually, the
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chapter seems to be misplaced. The .ideas discussed here are very much

related to the chapter-on decentralization.' We recommend that part I ■

of this chapter be made chapter III of the monograph.

The writer deals with socio-economic gaps out there are certain

aspects of the gaps which are not brought out fully :

(i) the gap between promiser and performance; .

(ii) the gap between the rich and the poor, and between the literate

and the illiterate;

(iii) the concentration of developmental activities in urban areas;

(iv) and the lack of effective-dialogue between .rural-areas and-.urban

areas.

We feel that despite the lip-service paid to rural development no

concerted effort has yet been made, in most African countries to change .

the socio-economic conditions in the rural areas. We recommend that the

need to make rural areas the centre of development should be emphasised

in the monograph. We also recommend the following definition for the

elusive concept of development.' "It is the effective and continual

harnessing of the. animal, vegetable, mineral and human resources of a

country for the best benefit of the people." It seems that African

governments are pre-occupied with the manifestations of development

(schools, hospitals, etc.) rather than the substantive aspects. We

recommend that this need^ special emphasis. Finally, the basic ideas

discussed in the chapter are sound but the inordinate repetition could be,

cut down by re-organizing the sections. We think that the chapter can

*be reduced to one-tfcir^ its present length.

B. Specific recommendation

We recommend the deletion of the statement that comes under the

title of the chapter.

1. Introduction

"Local population" and "local communities" which are in paragraph 1

(page 158) be changed to "people". In the second sentence of paragraph 2,

'we suggest the insertion of "effectively" after "very little has".
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2. The Gap "between the State and Rural People

In the last sentence of paragraph" 1, delete "of' feeling11." We suggest

that the first sentence of paragraph 2 be changed to read "In the African

countries where loyalty to an sthnic group has weakened,, and a sense of

nationhood is "being ...". In paragraph 3 (page 159) we suggest to change

"the biggest "barrier" to "one of the 'barriers".

In paragraph 4 where the resistence of the farmers is discussed ,the

need for a co-ordinated developmental strategy has to be spelled out. The

need for land reform and the creation of infrastructure (marketing, credit,

etc.) have to be emphasised. In page 160 delete paragraphs 2.and 3-

In paragraph 4 where the resistence of the farmers is discussed the

need for a co-ordinated developmental strategy hp.s to be spelled out. The

need for land reform and the creation of infrastructure (marketing, credit,

etc.) have to be emphasised. In page 160 delete paragraphs 2 and 3.

3. The Need to close the Gap ^ , . . .

We recommend to recast this section and to cut down the repetition-.

6. Social Research Aimed at Determining the Attitude of the People towards

Development

We find that the information on the role of ECA in the field of social

research is inappropriate for the monograph and hence has to-be deleted."

Information of this nature is pro:v3 to be out of date' in a short time.

It could, however, be published as an appendix.

7. The Building up of Institutions ...

In the first sentence of the last paragraph (page 177) we suggest the

changing of "trial and error" to "experimentation".

C. Part II

Part II is a good description of vzhat is happening in some African

countries rather than a delineation of the role of research in development.

We recommend that part II and the sections of part I which deal with social
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research be made a separate chapter and be. given the title of "Research for

Development"." Vie suggest the following sections for that chapter :

- (i) the need for research;

(ii) areas of research? . ■. '■

(iii) financing of research; '

(iv) application of research;

(v.) co-ordination of research and the exchange of research informa-

■ tion

The information provided in part II could then be used for illustrative

purposes. ...

GEOUP III ' .

CHAPTER IX

General observation '

While this chapter is considered to have been well written, we feel

that the quotations are too many and too extensive. We suggest, therefore,

that quotations should be reduced to a minimum by paraphrasing to make

reading easier for the administrator.

1• Introduction

(i) The use of POSDCORB to dcnonstrate the scc:>e of O&M is not

acceptable partly because of the criticism the phrase has received

since the 1930s, and partly because functions of management today

are not all covered by the phrase. However the committee agreed

to enumerate the tasks of management as below :

decision making directing

staffing . ' controlling

staff, development . . motivating

, . planning, including budgeting communicating

1 ■; organizing ■ • . evaluating
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(ii) We accept.the functions of organizations and management as

spelt out paragraph 4 of page 179- We are unable:.however

. to agree on the name of the organization unit to perform the

function. The following suggestions—' were made to be

presented to the plenary session :

- ' (a) Organization and management

(b) Management service

(c) Managing analysis unit

(d) Managing organization

(e) Management audit unit

(f) Management '■

When and if there is change of name from OaK (organization and

management), the necessary alterations would have to be effected

in this chapter.

(iii) Definition of public administration given in the first paragraph'

1 of page 180 is unacceptable to us. We suggest it be replaced

by "Organization of-government business for achieving government

objectives".

(iv) We recommend the deletion of paragraph 2 of page 180.

We do not like the heading for this section. We suggest the following

as a substitute :

2* (i) Inter-dependence of socio-economic and administrative Planning

\(ii) The third'and fourth paragraphs of page 180 are to be merged to

read1 as.below : •

There is now widespread realisation, if not universal acceptance,

■ of the need for administrative capability for planning and plan

implementation for national development and overall nation

building. There also appears a growing recognition of'-the

interdependence of socio-economic planning and administrative

planning. The best designed plan, coupled with the availability

of capital, supplies, and other resources, but without the

J/ The seminar agreed to call the unit "Management Service" and its :■
functions generally referred to as "management service work". >
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necessary administrative capability to carry it out, is only
i

as good as the paper on which it is written. And yet, there is

ah evident lack or inadequate appreciation of the essential

elements'in the achievement of the desired administrative

capability : there must co-exist (a) qualified, trained,

.. competent and dedicated staff, and (b) sound organization,

procedures, and management practices.

. She last sentence of paragraph 4 page 180 is to be deleted.
,..iA. j . ■ .'•■.-.. -. i ■..-■.. .. .:■■.-. ■ ■
(iii) The first and second paragraphs of page 184 should be merged

to read as follow •

The conclusion is inescapable, that socio-economic planning,

manpower planning, and administrative planning are inter

dependent, integral parts of national development, administrative

policies, measures, and processes to carry out programmes and

projects envisaged in the plan, should be essential parts of

the planning documents. Organizational responsibilities,

administration arrangements, operating procedures, and resource

■ utilization should be defined for each sector. This applies

to such functions as agriculture, education, and public works;

to local government functions; to urban and rural development;

and to the sum-total of policy and administrative actions

necessary to promote entrepreneurship in the private sector.

To ingore this interdependence and attach greater importance

.to one or more of the parts or of the factors that typify the'

development process and neglect or de-emphasize one of them,

will result not only in poor planning but more so in unnecessary

and wasteful dissipation of energy and resources.

The heading of this section.is to be amended to read :

Need for Administrative-Reform ■

(i) First paragraph of this section and fourth in page 184 to be

expanded to give a short description of traditional administra

tion as obtained in other countries outside Africa.
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(ii) The first sentence of the first paragraph of page 185 is to be

deleted. The first sentence now starts r In some African

countries lines of authority and responsibility were not clearly

defined, ..-

(iii) The word "out" is added immediately after the word "spelled" which

appears in the third sentence from the bottom of- the first

paragraph of page 185«"

(iv) The last sentence of paragraph 2 of page 186 is to be altered

to read : "The administrative structures in a number of African

countries is not fully developed and geared to the needs of

modern or modernizing society",

(v) The third paragraph of page 18.6 is to be amended to read :

"Furthermore some major challenges of public administration in

Africa in the 1970s (i.e. during the second development decade)

identified and considered as urgent as Africanization and

expansion of public services imaedia-fcoly after independences •

and have arisen because of them seem to aptly reflect the state

of public administration in Africa. These challenges are the

need to improve administrative systems and standards both in

■ the civil service and in parastatal bodies, the problems

associated with carrying these improvements' through, as well

as, the need for extensive and intensive research in the field -

of public administration. The capacity of the African govern

ments to bring about rapid modernisation and development'of

their economies -ill tc a lavr?. extent depend on the success

with which these problems ara solved.

(vi) The second sentence of first paragraph on page 187 is to be

lengthened to read "This has been coupled with commitment

to accelerated socio-economic growth which entails systematic

planning and plan implementation".

(vii) The word stability appearing en the last sentence of first

paragraph on page 18? is to be replaced with "status quo".
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(viii).The word "governments" is missing at the beginning of the third

sentence of paragraph 2 on page 187 and is to be inserted,

(ix) The first paragraph of page 188 is to be amended to read :

"Most developing countries need to carry out overall■atainistra-

v tive reforms in order to, orient their public administration

system to the requirements of development. There is- also

constant need for administrative improvement and" innovation

in the various government departments and ministries and

paras'tatal bodies to adapt administration to changing

circumstances, to apply new management techniques, and otherwise

to rationalize the administration. Administrative improvement

. should be planned ... programmes".

(x) The first sentence o,f paragraph 2 of page 188 is to be altered

to.read : "The organization structures, personnel systems,

procedures and practices of public administration must be

geared to the new requirements of production of goods and

services and. also of facilitating their production'by o'thers".

(xi) The word "building" is to be replaced by "establishment" as -Jhc

second word at the beginning of paragraph 3 of page -l88.

(xii) The first paragraph of page 189 (e) and (f) now to read :

(e) supply administration

(f)-data processing

(xiii) The first sentence of paragraph 2 of page ,189 should now read r

"The following section will however deal with the machinery

for administrative reform improvement".

(xiv) In the second sentence of paragraph 2 of page 189, the word

"management" is to be replaced by "administrative".

(xv) In the last sentence of the same paragraph the word "basic" is

to be deleted. The sentence will then begin with "Reforms".
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The heading-of this section is amended to read : - ' ■ "

4, (i) Machinery'for Organization and'Administrative Improvement

(ii) The phrase "reform or management" is to b.e removed from the

■ ■■ •■ first sentence of the third-paragraph-uu ^age 189.

(iii) In the second sentence of the same paragraph the word "have"

^ 'replaces "had" appearing between "Tanzania" and "begun11.

(iv) The last paragraph of page 189 is to be merged with first

paragraph on page 190. The word "it" will replace "and that"

. . at the' beginning of first paragraph of page 190»

.(y) The phrase "Organisation and Management (0 & M)" in the first

sentence of the second paragraph of page 190 is replaced by

"Administrative Improvement".

(vi) The second sentence of paragraph 2 of page 190 is to be expanded

to include "... a planned administrative review programme".

This phrase is to come after the word "enterprise".

'(vix) The third and fourth paragraphs are to be merged together to

read : "Management service will not investigate anomalies or

administrative infractions to fix blame but to find better

ways of doing things at less effort and less cost. It will

not divulge information on studies made or matters advised .

- '- ' on outside the client ;fgariisation. It :*ill demonstrate?

. . persuade, and convince management of the soundness and

practicability of its proposals, and assist .in their

implementation. It sells ideas as a salesman.would sell

his goods but will not direct nor order any change, authority

for which remains with management team. Though it might aim

' at the ideal under the circumstances, it will be satisfied with

a little improvement at a time. (The last two sentences of

the paragraph remain unchanged).

(viii) The phrase "the whole" is to be deleted from the first sentence

of first paragraph of mage 191-
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(iz) The second paragraph on page1 192 is to be deleted.

(x).For the .rest.of the chapter (0 &.M) is replaced with '.'management' "■

service!1. . ■', ■ ;

(xi) The word i:such" appearing in the second sentence is to "be replaced \

with "a central". . . ,

(xii) In the first paragraph of page 194 the word "management"

appearing.is to be replaced by the word "administrative".

The heading of this section is to be amended to read :

5. (i) Need for Strategy and Guidelines for Organization and Management

(ii) The first sentence of the second paragraph on page 195 is "to ^e

deleted.

(iii) The first paragraph on page 196 is to be deleted. ' __

(iv) The words "or public administration" appearing in paragraph two

of page 196 are to be deleted. ■ . .

. (v) Paragraph four of.page 196 is to be amended to read : "The

standard strategy and/or guidelines may perhaps cover and include

the following .: „

(a) The establishment of an administrative reform/improvement

programme in each country with the Economic Commission for

Africa, providing technical co-ordine ;ion and assistance.

(b) The creation for each national programmej a ministerial

administrative Reform/improvement Committee to oversee the

programme, and to ensure that action on recommended improve

ments and implementation of those accepted would be prompt.

. (c) The establishment in each country of a management service to

provide the technical services on organisation and management

required by the national programme. . '

(d) The up-dating in each country of its position classification,

salary scales and conditions of service to gear them to

national development.
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(e) The conducting in each country of a manpower survey and the

establishment of a manpower' plan.

(f) The improvement in each country of the organization and

procedures of its planning activity, so that, among other

things, the inter-dependence of socio-economic planning,

manpower planning and administrative planning is taken

. full advantage of.

: (g) The improvement in each country of the administration of

, its public enterprises which should also perform an active

■■ role in national planning and plan implementation.

(h) The improvement in each country of the administration of

,- : ■ ■■ local government so that, among other things, "grass-roots"

participation in national planning and plan implementation

may be achieved.

(i) The strengthening or consolidation in each country of its

existing training institutions, as well as ensuring that the

education and training programmes are geared to the manpower

plan or otherwise oriented to the requirements of national

development, etc.

(vi). The first paragraph of page 197 is to be deleted.

The heading of this section is to be amended to read :

6. (i) Conditions for the Success of Administrative Reform/improvement

(ii) The second paragraph in page 197 is to be deleted.

(iii) The words "or management" in the firs-t sentence of the third

paragraph of page 197 are to be deleted. The sentence will then

begin "Administrative reform/improvement ..."

(iv) The third paragraph of page 198 section (i) should read :

(i) Creation of a ministerial committee referred to in a

preceding paragraph for each national administrative reform/

improvement programme-
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(v) On page.'199 the first" words'in section (iv) starting (a), (b)

and (c) respectively .are to be amended to read : "commenting,"

"conducting" and "undertaking". ■ .

(vi) The last paragraph on page 200 is to be split into two with

some additions. The first one should read : "It is futhermore

essential that the management team should be more receptive to

new ideas and take every opportunity to create a climate for

change for the better, not just for'its own sake. On the other

hand the management service "should be aware of the existence

of "vested interests against reform/improvement and should

i endeavour to overcome-them."

The second paragraph should start with "Since the attitude

..." and end with ... "all nation-building."


